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The

Graduated

Compression
lines
“The beauty of feeling well” (La bellezza di star bene) for Elly is not only a motto,
it is the result of the choice of total quality present in the Carezza products:
a wide range of stockings, tights and knee-highs of every type, suitable for all
events and every occasion. Like the Graduated compression lines characterized
by the exclusive caring massage: a real beauty treatment for legs.
In addition to the BASIC items, proposed in different deniers,
new to the range are the fashionable patterned models,
joined by DREAM tights, the revolutionary feather-light SOPHIE tights
and the complete mother-to-be collection.
The latest creation is dedicated to sportsmen
with the new unisex ACTIVE EFFECT SPORT knee-highs
which enrich the knee-highs selection for men and women.

A mix of fashion and wellbeing
An active solution for heavy and tired legs,
with a wide selection of products
that combine the beneficial effect
of graduated compression
with aesthetic beauty.

BASIC smooth knit
BASIC micro mesh
FANTASY
ACTIVE effect
SOPHIE
MATERNITY
DREAM

Tights, stockings and knee-highs that
considerably improve blood circulation,
keeping legs active and vital, thanks
to the special massaging effect of
graduated compression that reduces in
intensity from the ankles to the thighs,
testified by the millimetres of mercury
mmHg. All the items have reinforced toe
and heel to adjust correctly the maximum
massage to the ankle.

This collection includes the 40, 70
and 140 deniers to cover different
compression needs.

Light support, for those who suffer from
tiredness or aesthetic problems like
cellulite; medium support for those who
have minor circulation problems; strong
support for those who show more serious
circulation problems.
Medical Device Class I
European directive
93/42 EEC

PRODUCTION CERTIFIED BY HATRA TEST

Basic

The soft feeling of the smooth
knit combined with the
caring massage of graduated
compression, active all day long,
makes every model an elegant
and refined article
that meets all needs

smooth knit

The beneficial effect of

graduated compression

combines with the comfort
features of many models

CR2164 CAREZZA 40 TIGHTS
With a classic anatomical panty that shapes and
follows the silhouette harmoniously.
Sizes: I - II - III - IV - V
Colours: Miele, Daino, Visone, Glacé, Castoro,
Fumo, Nero, Blu.

CR1291 CAREZZA 140 TIGHTS
Soft and velvety tights with high-cut anatomical
panty that shapes the silhouette. Cotton gusset.
Sizes: I - II - III - IV - V
Colours: Daino, Nero.

effect

compression
mmHg 8-12

70

compression medium
mmHg 13-17

140 strong
den

CR1521 CAREZZA 140 OPAQUE LEGGINGS
CR1421 CAREZZA 140 OPAQUE TIGHTS
Opaque leggings and tights, rib mesh, cotton gusset.
Sizes: I - II - III - IV - V
Colours: Nero and according to the trend season.

CR8126 CAREZZA 70 OPAQUE KNEE-HIGHS
Easy-to-wear, microfiber, with soft rim.
Sizes: II - III - IV - V
Colours: Chiaro, Nero.

compression
mmHg 18-22

70

den

CR2126 CAREZZA 70 OPAQUE TIGHTS
Microfibre tights, basic nude look. Cotton gusset.
Sizes: I - II - III - IV - V
Colours: Chiaro, Nero, Blu.

40 light

den

CR2178 CAREZZA 70 TIGHTS
Soft and velvety tights, with a classic anatomical
pantythat shapes and follows the silhouette
harmoniously. Cotton gusset.
Sizes: I - II - III - IV - V
Colours: Miele, Sabbia, Daino, Caffé, Antracite,
Nero, Marine, Blu.

CR3159 CAREZZA 70 KNEE-HIGHS
Easy-to-wear, with soft rim, they provide
pleasant comfort.
Sizes: I - II - III - IV - V
Colours: : Chiaro, Miele, Sabbia, Daino, Visone,
Glacé, Caffe, Antracite, Nero, Marine, Blu.

den

CR2176 CAREZZA 40 STOCKINGS
Classic stockings to wear with a suspender belt.
Sizes: I - II - III - IV - V
Colours: Visone, Castoro, Fumo, Nero.

Knee-highs, stockings, stay-ups,
classic tights with shaping effect
or nude look with soft band
are the right proposals
to feel always at ease

compression medium
mmHg 13-17

CR2181 CAREZZA 70 FOLIE STAY-UPS
An elegant and seductive alternative to tights.
With a rim made of precious elastic lace, with
double silicone stripes that perfectly support
and provide maximum comfort.
Sizes: I - II - III - IV - V
Colours: Chiaro, Miele, Sabbia, Daino, Visone,
Glacé, Caffé, Nero, Marine, Blu.

CR7178 CAREZZA 70 NUDO TIGHTS
Nude look tights with cotton gusset, without
reinforced heel, panty adjustable in height
thanks to the special extra-soft waistband
which does not constrict the waist and does
not pinch the hips.
Sizes: I - II - III - IV
Colours: Daino, Glacé, Nero.

CR2123 CAREZZA 70 TRIPLE EFFECT TIGHTS
With firm tummy control and a pleasant
supporting and slimming action. A structured
panty provides bottom uplift and a shaping
effect, giving to the silhouette a perfect figure.
High-cut panty with cotton gusset.
Sizes: I - II - III - IV - V
Colours: Miele, Daino, Nero.

effect

70 deniers

Basic

micro mesh

The beneficial effect of

graduated compression

combined with the aesthetic pleasure
of numerous fashionable products

The
sheer
micromesh knitting (honeycomb)
ensures long-lasting models, among
which classic and queen-size tights,
with patterned panty or nude look.
They ensure pleasant wearability
as well as active prevention
against circulation problems, thus
relieving legs from the sensation of
heaviness.

The strong therapeutic graduated
compression provided by
micro-mesh
products (honeycomb) makes
them perfect for those who suffer
from evident circulation problems
(varices). Legs tiredness and
heaviness will be considerably
reduced with elegance, thanks to a
wide range of colours.

140 deniers

CR2180 CAREZZA 70 STOCKINGS
Classic stockings to wear with a suspender belt.
Sizes: I - II - III - IV - V - VI
Colours: Miele, Daino, Visone, Glacé, Castoro,
Fumo, Nero.

CR2146 CAREZZA 140 STOCKINGS
Classic stockings to wear with a suspender belt.
Sizes: I - II - III - IV - V - VI
Colours: Miele, Daino, Visone, Glacé, Castoro,
Fumo, Nero.

CR1520 CAREZZA 70 LEGGINGS
Sizes: II - III - IV – V
Colours: Daino, Nero.

CR1516 CAREZZA 140 LEGGINGS
Sizes: II - III - IV – V
Colours: Daino, Nero.

CR2120 CAREZZA 70 TIGHTS
With a classic, anatomical panty that shapes
and follows the silhouette.
Sizes: I - II - III - IV - V
Colours: Bianco, Chiaro, Miele, Sabbia, Daino,
Visone, Glacé, Castoro, Caffè, Fumo, Nero, Blu.

CR2116 CAREZZA 140 TIGHTS
With a classic anatomical panty that shapes
and follows the silhouette harmoniously.
Sizes: I - II - III - IV - V
Colours: Bianco, Chiaro, Miele, Sabbia, Daino,
Visone, Glacé, Castoro, Caffè, Fumo, Nero, Blu.

CR1074 CAREZZA 70 OPEN TOE TIGHTS
Sizes: II - III - IV - V
Colours: Sabbia, Caramel, Visone, Nero.

CR1074 CAREZZA 140 OPEN TOE TIGHTS
Sizes: II - III - IV - V
Colours: Sabbia, Caramel, Visone, Nero.

CR2152 CAREZZA 70 QUEEN SIZE TIGHTS
With comfortable extra-large anatomical panty
which does not constrict and favours wearability.
Sizes: II - III - IV - V
Colours: Chiaro, Miele, Sabbia, Daino, Visone,
Glacé, Castoro, Fumo, Nero.

CR2117 CAREZZA 140 QUEEN SIZE TIGHTS
With comfortable anatomical extra-large panty
that does not constrict and favours wearability.
Sizes: II - III - IV - V
Colours: Miele, Sabbia, Daino, Visone, Glacé,
Castoro, Fumo, Nero.

compression
mmHg 13-17

compression
mmHg 18-22

CR1199 CAREZZA 140 KNEE-HIGHS
With soft elastic rim, for a pleasant comfort.
Sizes: I - II - III - IV - V
Colours: Chiaro, Sabbia, Daino, Visone, Glacé, Fumo,
Nero, Blu.

CR1059 CAREZZA 70 OPEN TOE KNEE-HIGHS
Easy-to-wear, with soft rim, they provide
pleasant comfort.
Sizes: I - II - III - IV - V
Colours: Sabbia, Caramel, Visone, Nero.

CR1099 CAREZZA 140 OPEN TOE KNEE-HIGHS
Sizes: I - II - III - IV - V
Colours: Sabbia, Caramel, Visone, Nero.

CR1036 CAREZZA 70 OPEN TOE STAY-UPS
An elegant and seductive alternative to tights.
With a rim made of precious elastic lace, with
double silicone stripes that perfectly support and
provide maximum comfort.
Sizes: II - III - IV – V
Colours: Sabbia, Caramel, Visone, Nero.
CR2121 CAREZZA 70 SLIP-UP TIGHTS
The shaping high-cut panty, with cotton gusset,
provides support with elegance and charms
with its lace-effect pattern.
Sizes: I - II - III - IV - V
Colours: Daino, Glacé, Nero.

140 strong
den

den

CR2156 CAREZZA 70 NUDO TIGHTS
The sheer and nude look, from toe to waist,
with cotton gusset, is particularly suitable for
all those situations that require total freedom,
also depending on garments matching.
Sizes: I - II - III - IV
Colours: Chiaro, Visone, Caffè, Nero, Blu.

70 medium

CR4198 CAREZZA 140 STAY-UPS
An elegant and seductive alternative to tights.
With a rim made of precious elastic lace, with
double silicone stripes that perfectly support
and provide maximum comfort.
Sizes: I - II - III - IV - V
Colours: Chiaro, Miele, Sabbia, Daino, Visone,
Castoro, Nero.

effect

CR1098 CAREZZA 140 STAY-UPS OPEN TOE
Sizes: II - III - IV - V
Colours: Sabbia, Caramel, Visone, Nero.

Pleasant to wear,
the

mmHg

models
CR3124 TIGHTS 70
“RESILLE” FANTASY
To be abreast of the times
and for a special occasion,
the original nude look
patterned tights,
with cotton gusset.
Sizes: I - II - III - IV - V
Colours: Visone, Nero.

CR4169 KNEE-HIGHS 70
“DIAGONAL” FANTASY
With delicate pattern and soft rim,
easy to wear and elegant.
Sizes: I - II - III - IV - V
Colours: Visone,
Caffè, Nero.
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active protection from

circulation problems.

they relieve the feeling of legs heaviness
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and dress them with

elegant designs.

CR5169 KNEE-HIGHS 70
“ZIG-ZAG” FANTASY
With delicate pattern and
soft rim, easy to wear
and elegant.
Sizes: I - II - III - IV - V
Colours: Vanilla, Jeans,
Castagna, Prugna,
Verde, Nero, Blu.

CR1024 TIGHTS 70
“CARRÉ” FANTASY
With delicate and elegant
fantasy design, shaping panty
and cotton gusset.
Sizes: I – II – III – IV - V
Colours: Castagna, Marine,
Grafite, Nero.
CR1160 KNEE-HIGHS 70
“CARRÉ” FANTASY
Sizes: I – II – III – IV - V
Colours: Castagna*, Marine,
Grafite, Nero*.
* Disponibile anche
140 den mmHg 18-22

effect

CR1269 STAY-UPS 70
“CARRÉ” FANTASY
Finished with precious elastic
lace with double silicone stripes.
Sizes: I – II – III – IV – V
Colours: Castagna, Nero.

KNEE-HIGHS
DESK DIPLAY

CR4170 KNEE-HIGHS 70
LUREX GOLD
Sizes: I - II - III - IV - V
CR4171 KNEE-HIGHS 70
LUREX SILVER
Sizes: I - II - III - IV - V
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A line of practical knee-highs with a light relaxing effect to offer comfort to both
men and women. Suitable to be worn at any time of the day, when working or during
spare time, these knee-highs are always elegant and give a pleasant sensation
of wellbeing to the legs, thanks to a constant and
relaxing light massage that has beneficial
effects on circulation. Moreover, their
exclusive supporting top band is
particularly comfortable.
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CR9104
ACTIVE EFFECT MICROFIBRE 70
Soft and practical, rib mesh,
rim and toe that do not constrict.
Sizes: XS-S-M-L-XL
Colours: Beige, Marrone, Grigio, Blu, Nero, Bordeaux, Verdone.

CR9105
ACTIVE EFFECT COTTON 120
Cotton for a natural effect, rib mesh,
rim and toe that do not constrict.
Sizes: XS-S-M-L-XL
Colours: Grigio, Blu, Nero, Bordeaux, Verdone.

CR9103
ACTIVE EFFECT WOOL 120
Soft wool, rib mesh, top band and toe that do not constrict.
Sizes: XS-S-M-L-XL
Colours: Grigio, Blu, Nero.

The
massaging
effect
maximum at the ankle and
decreasing up to the calf,
stimulates blood circulation of
legs thus preventing swelling and
tiredness.The Active Effect kneehighs are made of high-quality yarns
to ensure long duration: comfortable and
elegant, they are particularly indicated for
people with an active lifestyle, for those who travel, who
spend a long time standing or sitting and for sportsmen.
At every time of the day, they tone up legs and offer
pleasant wellbeing.

N

Ideal for those who show the first signs of circulation problems.
It ensures a preventive action and relaxing massage to your legs.
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Indicated for those who manifest the first signs of swelling and
varicose veins, it exerts a firm massage providing constant relief.

CR9102
ACTIVE EFFECT
MICROFIBRE 280
Microfibre, rib mesh,
rim and toe that do not
constrict.
Sizes: XS-S-M-L-XL
Colours: Bianco, Marrone,
Grigio, Blu, Nero,
Bordeaux, Verdone.
CR9101
ACTIVE EFFECT
COTTON 280
Cotton for a natural
effect, micromesh,
rim and toe that do not
constrict.
Sizes: XS-S-M-L-XL
Colours: Bianco, Grigio,
Blu, Nero, Bordeaux,
Verdone.

CR1398 WHITE WITH BLUE TOP BAND
CR1399 BLACK WITH RED TOP BAND

Active Effect knee-highs, manufactured with high quality
yarns for a long-lasting result, are indicated for athletes as they
improve blood circulation and allow a greater oxygenation
of muscles. In fact, the graduated compression eases
venous blood return which allows for better oxygenation
thus delaying ache, cramps and fatigue. As a result, athletic
performance will be optimized and post-workout recovery
will be faster. The yarn with copper oxide in the foot prevents
the proliferation of bacteria causing odours and improves
skin appearance, providing a feeling of wellbeing.

den

40 light

smooth

compression
mmHg 8-12

Knit

CR2172

Sizes: II - III - IV - V
Colours: Sabbia, Nero.

M A T E R N I T Y
T I G H T S

microfiber
opaque

den

70 medium

GRADUATED
COMPRESSION

compression
mmHg 13-17

YARN
Precious, in smooth knit or micromesh
style, for a relaxing effect and to prevent
and reduce legs heaviness and minor
ailments that pregnancy may worsen.

Sizes: II - III - IV - V
Colours: Nero, Blu.

70 mediumMesh
den

This line has been conceived for expectant
mothers, in different styles that adapt to seasons
and maternity times.
Elegant and sheer, they have a special panty that
follows the growth of the abdomen and gently
supports its weight, thus ensuring your legs a
preventive massage active all day long.

CR2191

micro

compression
mmHg 13-17

CR2122

Sizes: II - III - IV - V
Colours: Sabbia, Visone, Nero.

den

70 mediumResille
fantasy

TOE and HEEL
Important for the correct positioning
of graduated compression.

compression
mmHg 13-17

CR3125

Sizes: II - III - IV - V
Colours: Nero.

GIRDLE
The panty is provided with stretch girdle
to adapt to the abdomen shape.

140 strongMesh
den

SEAMS
Seams are flat and elastic
for a better comfort.

micro

compression
mmHg 18-22

CR2194

Sizes: II - III - IV - V
Colours: Miele, Visone, Nero.

graduated

the new generation of
compression products

Unrivalled in elegance and wellbeing

The extraordinary “feather-light effect” is the result of a winning combination:
the latest technology in highly-breathable yarn
and the beneficial massage of graduated compression
are combined to make legs look better than ever.
When the fibres come into contact with the skin,
they absorb its humidity and release it into the atmosphere,
ensuring a sensation of lightness that lasts all day, in every season:
under the trousers or with a light dress.

Extra-sheer Smooth Silky
Soft and silky to the touch, in many bright colours,
they are more transparent compared to
traditional graduated compression models, in one word:

Revolutionary

140

den

den

70

compression medium
mmHg 13-17

compression strong
mmHg 18-22

CR5120 SOPHIE 70 TIGHTS
Extra sheer relaxing tights.
Sizes: I - II - III - IV - V
Colours: Daino, Castoro, Nero.

CR5199 SOPHIE 140 KNEE-HIGHS
Extra-sheer relaxing knee-highs, with soft rim.
Sizes: I - II - III - IV - V
Colours: Daino, Visone, Nero.

CR5152 SOPHIE 70 COMFORT TIGHTS
Extra sheer relaxing tights,
with extra-large anatomical panty
for a better wearability.
Sizes: II - III - IV - V
Colours: Daino, Castoro, Nero.

CR5198 SOPHIE 140 STAY-UPS
Extra-sheer relaxing stay-up stockings
with refined lace top
and double silicone stripes.
Sizes: I - II - III - IV - V
Colours: Daino, Visone, Castoro, Nero.

CR5122 SOPHIE 70 MATERNITY TIGHTS
Extra sheer relaxing tights,
with anatomical panty that follows the
growth of waist and hips.
Sizes: I - II - III - IV - V
Colours: Daino, Nero.

CR5116 SOPHIE 140 TIGHTS
Extra sheer relaxing tights.
Sizes: I - II - III - IV - V
Colours: Dainoa, Nero.
CR5117 SOPHIE 140 COMFORT TIGHTS
Extra sheer relaxing tights,
with extra-large anatomical panty
for a better wearability.
Sizes: II - III - IV - V
Colours: Daino, Nero.

R EG E N E R AT I N G A N D TO N I N G

graduated

Compression

Tights

Dream

Microcapsules

in 10 simple

answers

How do graduated compression
products work?

50 light

compression
mmHg 8-12

CR0102 DREAM 50 LIGHT
Multi-fibre smooth knit, with microcapsules
and silver ions, anatomical high-cut panty
and cotton gusset.
Sizes: I - II - III - IV - V
Colours: Daino, Glacé, Safari, Nero.

70 medium
den

A collection of tights resulting
from the most cutting-edge
research, to offer maximum
comfort and relax. Besides the
benefits of graduated compression,
their special yarn, enriched with
Silver ions, has an effective antibacterial and sanitizing effect.
Special microcapsules are added
during the dyeing phase; when they
come into contact with skin, they
release their precious content in
aromatic and emollient essential
oils. A real beauty treatment for
legs in the form of fashionable and
elegant models, with revitalising
and toning effects.

Carezza

Graduated compression models are the
right solution for the active woman, who works or
is on the run all day. Thanks to their active
beneficial massage, you can avoid the troubles
caused by heavy, tired legs until the end of the
day, giving your legs a light and energetic feeling.

ionis

den

Silver Ions

you want to know
about
graduated
compression

My legs are tired and swollen when I
get home. What can I do about it?

Silver
and Microcapsules of
Essenzial Oils
with

All

compression
mmHg 13-17

CR2100 DREAM 70 CLASSIC
Multi-fibre smooth knit, with microcapsules
and silver ions, anatomical high-cut panty and
cotton gusset.
Sizes: I - II - III - IV - V
Colours: Daino, Glacé, Safari, Nero.

Thanks to their special spiral spinning
with valuable materials that ensure progressive
support, compression gradually decreases from
the ankle – where it is at its maximum – up to the
thigh. This is how the massage that favours blood
flow to the heart is generated, avoiding staunching
and the resulting swelling.

When should I wear them?

As long as possible, during the day, in
order to support legs and favour circulation.
Especially for whoever must keep or stand still for
long periods of time, for example when travelling,
wearing compression graduated products from
the morning helps preventing the feeling of
tiredness and the uncomfortable swelling of legs.

Do you notice them once they are on?

Absolutely not! They are beautiful and
elegant just like other tights and you can
choose from 3 deniers ranges: 40 den for a light
compression, 70 den for a firmer massage to prevent
slight blemishes and small troubles and 140 den for
a therapeutic action or for whoever already suffers
from poor circulation (e.g. surface capillaries).

What are the deniers?

Deniers are an international unit of measure
that indicate the weight expressed in
grams of 9000 metres of yarn, the average length
of the yarn the tights are made of: the higher the
deniers, the thicker the yarn that the tights are
spun with and the thicker the tights.

Is there a special way to wear them?

In order to achieve the best massaging
effect, the products should be worn by
widening the toe, correctly positioning the
heel and giving a good pull up so that you get the
right compression on the ankle, calf and thigh,
according to the models. Special attention shall
be paid when putting on stay-up stockings: avoid
wearing them after application of creams, oils
etc.; always wash them with neutral soap after
use to ensure the hold of the silicon lace top.

How do they go with fashion trends?

There is no problem for whoever wants to
dress in the latest craze. There are
different models and colours of graduated
compression knee-highs, stockings and tights.
And if you want to give your look a touch of class,
Elly offers patterned graduated compression
models: Resille, Diagonal and Carre’ by Carezza.

How long do these products last?
Are they resistant?

They are even more resistant than normal
knee-highs, stockings and tights. Thanks to the
quality of the yarns and the elasticity/adherence
to the legs, they are particularly hard to ruin. By
following a few little practical precautions, such
as hand washing with a mild detergent, they will
last for up to 35 washings keeping the compression
value unaltered.

Can men also find the right product for
them?

Of course they can! The unisex Lui&Lei
and Active Effect lines by Carezza also help
men in different situations: when travelling, at
work and when playing sports with the new
Sport knee-highs.

Why should I choose Carezza by Elly?

Because Elly, with its 50 years’
experience, is the University of Stockings,
to this day it is still in the forefront of technological
innovations of products such as, for example,
the new Sophie line, extra-sheer and invisible,
silky and elegant. Elly is the specialist in
wellbeing and beauty products. Try them right
away, your legs will prove it.
* Their use is not advised in case of dermatitis,
skin wounds or injuries.

Relaxing
CARESSING
e le g a n t

A line of tights whose strength is represented by
smoothness of the fibres. Like Mon Ami, in 3D Lycra
microfibre with its “nude look” and opaque effect,
providing comfort and light support compression to
enhance the figure. Or like the two special models:
Luna Piena, with its velvety covering effect and Alba

20 light
den

elegance without renouncing to durability and

compression
mmHg 3 - 7

CR2125 CAREZZA SOUBRETTE 20
Stretch tights, smooth knit,
embroidered panty, cotton gusset.
Sizes: I - II - III - IV
Colours: Miele, Doré, Bronzé, Nero.

Chiara, with double Lycra covering, also available in
queen sizes. And finally Soubrette,

40

den

with its slip-up panty.

The perfect combination
of fashion and wellbeing.

compression light
mmHg 6 - 8
CR2145 CAREZZA SOUBRETTE 40
Lycra double-covered tights,
smooth knit, embroidered shaping
panty, cotton gusset.
Sizes: I - II - III - IV - V
Colours: Daino, Nero.

soubrette

effect

60 light
den

60 light
den

den

40 light

compression
mmHg 6 - 8

compression
mmHg 3-7

compression
mmHg 3-7

Alba

Luna

Mon

CR2136 CAREZZA ALBA CHIARA 40
Lycra double-covered tights, smooth knit,
reinforced panty.
Sizes: I - II - III - IV
Colours: Chiaro, Daino, Doré, Nero.

CR2128 CAREZZA LUNA PIENA 60
Microfibre tights, velvet covering,
basic nude look with cotton gusset.
Sizes: I - II - III - IV
Colours: Doré, Nero, Marine.

CR2196 CAREZZA MON AMI 3D 60
Opaque microfibre 3D tights,
basic nude look, cotton gusset.
Sizes: I - II - III - IV
Colours: Moka(Caffé), Antracite, Nero.

CR2137 CAREZZA ALBA CHIARA 40 QUEEN SIZE
Lycra double-covered tights, smooth knit,
anatomical, reinforced and extra-large panty.
Size: IV XL – back extra-large gusset
Colours: Chiaro, Daino, Doré, Caffè, Nero.
Size: V XL – front and back extra-large gusset
Colours: Daino, Doré, Nero.

CR2129 CAREZZA LUNA PIENA 60 CALIBRATO
Microfibre tights, velvet covering,
basic nude look with extra-large gusset.
Sizes: IV XL
Colours: Doré, Nero, Marine.

CR2197 CAREZZA MON AMI 3D 60 QUEEN SIZE
Opaque microfibre 3D tights,
basic nude look, extra-large gusset.
Sizes: IV XL
Colours: Nero.

chiara

piena

ami

Fashion
model
compression
mmHg 3-7

CR0040-CR0041
CAREZZA SOLEIL 40
Lycra, basic nude tights
with cotton gusset.
Sizes: I - II - III - IV - IV XL
Colours: Daino, Doré, Bronzé,
Nero.

Each box of this line includes
two pairs of tights.
A useful proposal
to meet the needs
of practicality and comfort
of modern women.

T I G H T S

10

den

den

40 light

A young line for the most demanding
customers who want to give a hint of subtle
charm to important moments.
A choice of tights made of top-quality yarns,
either in a comfortable soft nude look fibre,
or with anatomical panty with gusset, for a
natural effect and maximum adherence.

CR0018-CR0019 CAREZZA ETOILE 10
Lycra, basic nude tights with cotton gusset.
Sizes: I - II - III - IV - IV XL
Colours: Miele, Doré, Nero.

den

20

CR0120-CR0121 CAREZZA MITO 20
Stretch tights, anatomical panty with gusset.
Sizes: I - II - III - IV - IV XL
Colours: Miele, Daino, Doré, Bronzé, Nero.
Also available in single pack,
box of 6 pairs CR4120-CR4121

den

20

CR0020-CR0021 CAREZZA ETOILE 20
Lycra, basic nude tights with cotton gusset.
Sizes: I - II - III - IV - IV XL
Colours: Miele, Doré, Nero.

never

ES3132
EMOTION
Lycra stay-up stockings
with a refined silicone rim.
Sizes: M - L
Colours: Sabbia, Bronzé, Nero.

unnoticed
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ES2170
MINIRETE
Lycra tights,
small fishnet.
Sizes: M - L
Colours: Seta, Sabbia,
Cacao, Nero, Blu.

den

…and be ready, because
Shock always proposes
surprising new styles
to be a step ahead of

20

ES3120
PIN UP
Stretch ankle socks
Single Size
Colours: Sabbia, Nero.

den

Unique and original socks,
knee-highs, stay-ups and tights
proposed in an ever-increasing
range of different models, created
with a keen eye on new trends
and fashion world evolutions.
The best way to stay abreast of the
times and always dress with taste.

den

Shock
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ES1109
CASUAL
Stretch knee-highs, soft rim.
Single Size
Colours: Sabbia, Nero, Blu.

ES1170
RETE PESCA
Lycra tights,
medium fishnet.
Sizes: M - L
Colours: Seta, Sabbia,
Cacao, Nero, Blu.

fashion trends!

40

socks and
knee-highs

den

den
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ES1110
CASUAL
Opaque knee-highs
microfibre, soft rim.
Single Size
Colours: Sabbia, Nero.

stockings
and tights

ES3170
RETINA
Lycra, covering fishnet tights,
tulle-effect, with gusset.
Sizes: S - M - L
Colours: Seta, Sabbia,
Cacao, Nero.

The

Classic
everlasting fine

EN1560 ELANCA STAYUPS
Punta e tallone rinforzati.
Sizes: M - G
Colours: Visone, Castoro.
EL3232 QUINDICIMILA
Lycra stockings, reinforced
toe and heel, elastic rim.
Sizes: P - M - G
Colours: Doré, Glacé, Fumo, Nero.

den
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EN6148 SERENA
Long duration nylon stockings, triple
net, reinforced toe and heel.
Sizes: 8½ - 9 - 9½ - 10 - 10½
Colours: Visone, Castoro, Nero.

den

den

Stockings Tights
20
30
EN6160 ELANCA
Nylon/Stretch stockings,
ultra-elastic rim,
reinforced toe and heel.
Sizes: M - G
Colours: Visone, Castoro,
Fumo, Nero.

EN1118 SERENA
Nylon/Stretch tights,
reinforced toe and heel,
anatomical panty with gusset.
Sizes: III - IV
Colours: Visone, Castoro, Fumo, Nero.

EN1119 SERENA QUEEN SIZE
Nylon/Stretch tights, reinforced
toe and heel, anatomical panty
with extra-large back gusset.
Sizes: IV cal.
Colours: Visone, Castoro, Nero.

EN1121 SERENA QUEEN SIZE 4XL
Nylon/Stretch tights,
reinforced toe and heel,
anatomical panty with extra-large
front and back gusset.
Sizes: IV XL
Colours: Visone, Castoro, Nero.

EN1528 ELANCA STAYUPS
Sizes: M - G
Colours: Visone, Castoro.

EN1113 SEFORA SUPER COMFORT
Nylon tights,
reinforced toe and heel,
shaping elastic panty,
with extra-large gusset.
Sizes: II - III - IV - V
Colours: Visone, Castoro, Fumo, Nero.

den
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EN1112 SEFORA
Nylon tights,
reinforced toe and heel,
shaping elastic panty with gusset.
Sizes: I - II - III - IV - V
Colours: Visone, Castoro, Fumo, Nero.

EN1128 ELANCA
Nylon/Stretch stockings, ultra-elastic
rim, reinforced toe and heel.
Sizes: M - G
Colours: Miele, Visone, Castoro,
Fumo, Nero.

Sizechart
Classic Line

A a of stockings and tights
that have given the start up.
A wide range of evergreen models,
always up-to-date and available in
many different colours and textures.

STOCKINGS
EN6160 EL3232 EN6148 EN1128
SIZE
small 8½
medium 9 - 9½
large 10 - 10½

SHOE SIZE
35 - 36
36 - 39
over 39

WEIGHT in kg.
40 - 50
50 - 65
over 65

EN1118 SERENA tights

SIZE

CLOTHING SIZE

WEIGHT in kg.

3

46/48

60/70

4

50/52

70/80

EN1119 - EN1121 SERENA QUEEN SIZE
SIZE

WEIGHT in kg.

4 cal. queen size

80/90

4 XL extra large

over 90

EN1112 SEFORA tights
SIZE
1
2
3
4
5

CLOTHING SIZE
40/42
44/46
46/48
50/52
54/56

WEIGHT in kg.
40/50
50/60
60/70
70/80
over 80

EN1113 SEFORA SUPER COMFORT
SIZE
2
3
4
5

CLOTHING SIZE
44/46
46/48
50/52
54/56

WEIGHT in kg.
55/65
65/75
75/85
over 85

Size

Knee-highs
size charts

charts

KNEE-HIGHS

MISURA - SIZE
1
2
3
4
5

Size Chart
BASIC MODELS

PIEDE - SHOE SIZE
34-35
36-37
38-39
39-41
oltre-over 41

Knee-Highs ACTIVE EFFECT
MISURA-SIZE EU shoes

Size Chart

QUEEN SIZE MODELS

circ B cm

circ C cm

XS

36-39

18-21

26-36

S

38-41

20-23

28-38

M

40-43

22-26

30-42

L

42-45

25-28

32-46

XL

44-47

27-32

34-50

Size Chart

RELAXING STOCKINGS

For available colours and sizes, please refer to the valid price list.

CLASSIC
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an Italian story
of Quality
a n d Success
Founded in 1961 by Ubaldo Elli, who immediately
decides to use his surname as the trademark – by
simply modifying the last letter “i” into a “y” – the Elly
stocking factory is established as a manufacturer of
quality tights for ladies.
In 1969, the production of relaxing stockings starts
with the brand “Carezza” and distribution spreads all
over Italy.
In 1978, a new production unit is opened over an
area of more than 30.000 sqm and Elly products
are launched on the European market. In this period
Ubaldo’s three children also join the company to
assist him in the management.

This aim involves:

In 1989, a new local unit is opened to accommodate
the offices, the production area, the storehouse for
finished products and the dispatch department.

• the research department, always focusing on
dynamic comparison with phlebologists;

In 2000, Elly brilliantly achieves the Company Quality
Certification and in 2003 it also obtains the Quality
Certification for Designing.

• the materials used, precious yarns that meet the
high requirements of the company;

Today, thanks to its electronic circular-knitting
machines, Elly has a production capacity of more
than 400.000 pair per month.

• cutting-edge machinery with advanced
technologies, to ensure high-end production
standards;

“The beauty of feeling well” (La bellezza di star bene)
for Elly is not only a motto: it is the summary of the
choices that have been distinguishing its vision and
working methods for over 50 years.

• the scrupulous controls, carried out on raw
materials, on working phases and on finished
products;

And thanks to these choices, the brand achieved a
high level of specialization in the sector of stockings
and tights; the product range has benefited from
such experience, as Elly always opts for total quality.

• the creation of new products, always up-to-date
as far as new colours, new elegance and new
wellbeing are concerned.
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